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Of Gymnastick Exercises.
A DIALOGUE,

translated

From the Greek of LUC IAN.
Solon

and Anacharsis.

me , Solon, what those young Fellows are about,
Ana ., r -pVELL
who are grappled and locked together in that Manner,
X
and endeavouring to trip up one another ; and those others , who
roll and tumble in the Mud like so many Hogs , and squeeze
and throttle each other ’till they are almost strangled . But just now I
saw them strip , anoint and rub one another by Turns , very peaceably
and like good Friends ; when all on a sudden , and without any Of¬
fence taken as I could perceive , they fell together by the Ears , threw
their Heads in each others Faces , and butted like two Rams ; and
now one of them , as you fee, has listed his Antagonist off his Legs,
dashed him upon the Ground , and falling upon him , will not suffer
him to rise ; but on the contrary , drives him deeper into the Mud,
and twisting his Legs about his Middle , and setting his Elbow in his
Throat , seems determined to suffocate him ; while the poor Wretch
at the same Time strikes him gently on the Shoulder , begging Quar¬
ter , as I suppose , and beseeching him not to choak him in good
earnest . Neither can I observe, that they are in the least shy of dirting themselves , notwithstanding their being rubbed all over with Oil:
and indeed they soon hide it with Mud ; by the Help of which , and
a pretty deal of Sweat , they become so slippery , that I cannot forbear
laughing
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laughing to see them sliding like Eels out of one anothers Hands . Yon¬
der too are others , doing the fame Thing in the open Air , with this
Difference , that instead of Mud they are covered over with Sand , which
they dig up and cast upon one another , while each seems to receive it
very willingly j and indeed , like a Parcel of Cocks and Hens , they
spread and throw it carefully all over their Bodies, in order , as I sup¬
pose, to prevent their escaping so easily out of each others Embraces;
while the Sand, by diminishing and drying up the Lubricity occa¬
sioned by the Oil, gives each of them a firmer and better Hold upon
his Adversary . And now being sufficiently sanded over, they fall to
it with Hand and Foot , without either of them endeavouring to throw
down his Antagonist . And one of them seems to be spitting out all
his Teeth , with a whole Mouthfull of Sand and Blood , occasioned by
a terrible Blow which he has just now received upon the Jaws . Nei¬
ther does that Magistrate ' there part them , or put an End to the Bat¬
tle (for I take him to be some Magistrate or other , by his being cloathed in Purple ) on the contrary , he encourages them to proceed , and
praises that Fellow who struck the other on the Mouth . In other
Places too I fee others , who are in the fame Manner covered over
with Sand, and who spring up as if they were running , and yet they
remain upon the same Spot , and then leap up all together , and kick
about their Heels in the Air . Now I would fain know to what Purpose
they do all this ; for to me it appears so like Madness , that no one
shall easily convince me , that they who do this are not beside
these Things,
Wonder , Anacharji$ %that
Solon. No
themselves .
appear strange to you , considering they are foreign , and totally differ¬
ent from the Manners of the Scythians ; who on their part have un¬
doubtedly many Customs , that would in like Manner to a Grecian
Spectator seem as ridiculous and absurd as these do to you . But sa¬
tisfy yourself , my Friend , there is nothing of Madness in what you
1The Gpnnastarch^ or President of the Gymnasium.
i
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see ; neither do those young Fellows strike, tumble in the Mud , and
cover one another over with Sand, from a quarrelsome and abusive
Spirit. These Things have their Utility and Pleasure, and give, besides,
no small Strength and Vigour to our Bodies. And I question not, if
you continue any Time in Greece, as I suppose you intend to do, but
you will shortly make one among those dirty Fellows, that are smeared
all over with Mud and Sand ; so pleasant and so profitable will the
from it, Solon! You may keep
Ana. Far
Thing appear to you.
your Pleasure and your Profit to yourselves; for if any of you was to
put me into such a Pickle , he should know that I do not wear a
Sword to no Purpose. But tell me, what Name do you give to these
Things , or what must we fay these Fellows are doing ? Solon. This
Place, Anacharjis, is by us called a Gymnasium, and is dedicated
Image you there fee leaning upon a
;
to Apollo the Lycian whose
Column , and holding his Bow in his Left Hand , while his Right Hand
bent up over his Head , seems to denote Weariness and Repose after
long Labour and Fatigue . And as for the Exerciss , that are performed
in this Place, that which is practised yonder in the Mud is called the
Pale, or Wrestling, as is that also in which those young Fellows in the
Sand are now engaged ; but they whom you fee standing upright, and
beating and buffeting one another , are named Pancratiass. Besides
these Exercises, we have many more of the like Nature ; as the Ex¬
ercises of the Ccestus, of the Quoit, and Leaping. Of these consist our
Games, in which whoever comes off Conqueror, is deemed the best
Ana. Pray , what may those Prizes
Man , and obtains the Prize .
the Olympick Games, a Crown made of the
Solon. In
be ?
the Isthmian, of the Branches of the
;
Branches of a Wild Olive in
the Pythian, of Laurel* }
;
Pine Tree ; in the Nemean, of Parsteyin
, in Pitidcis and other Authors, -is
tw Laurel
? os
2 l n the Original it is ’stvOo
given to the Conquerors in the Pythian
serf, rS @*S. But as the Learned are not
in this Games , I chose to substitute that instead
agreed upon the Meaning of
and other Passages, and as a Crown of of translating the above-written Words.

and

t
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and with us, in our Panathenœan Games, a Jar of Oil, made from
do you laugh at, Anacharthe Olive consecrated to Minerva. What
sis t Is it because you think these Prizes trifling and ridiculous ?
the contrary , you have reck¬
Ana. Oh , by no means , Solon. On
oned up a Parcel of magnificent Prizes ; such as give their Donors
good Reason to value themselves upon their Liberality -, and such as
are extremely worth all the Pains and Labours that People undergo
Solon. But , my good Friend , we do not fingly
to obtain them .
regard the Prizes themselves , but consider them as Tokens and En¬
signs of the ViSlory ; the Glory attending upon which is of the utmost
Value to the Conquerors. For this , all those who seek for Honour from
their Toils , think it glorious to be kicked and cuffed , since without
Trouble it is not to be obtained : on the contrary he , who would at¬
tain to it, must previously undergo many Hardships and Difficulties*
and expect from his Labours only an Event so delightfull and advanta¬
you call advantageous and delightfull , SolonY
Ana. What
geous .
is for these Conquerors to be crowned, in the View of all the World,
and to be praised for their Victories , who just before were the Objects
of Pity and Compassion on account of their Wounds and Bruises : and
yet it seems they think themselves happy , if in Return for all their
Solon. I
Labours they can get a Branch of Laurel or a little Parsley .
in a
but
:
tell you , Anachar/is, you are still ignorant of our Customs
little while you will have another Opinion of them ; when you go to
our great Festivals , and see the vast Concourse of People , and Thea¬
tres capable of containing many Thousands crouded with Spectators*
who all come to view these Contests ; when you hear the Praises that
are bestowed upon the Combatants , and the Conqueror deemed equal
to a God . Ana. That very Thing , Solon, is the most miserable Cir¬
cumstance of all , that they do not suffer these Injuries in the Sight of.
a few People only , but in the Presence of such a Number of Spectators,,
so many Witnesses of their Shame ; who undoubtedly must esteem
them

t
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them very happy , when they see them streaming with Blood , or
almost strangled by their Antagonists , for such is the Felicity that at¬
tends these Victories . But I must tell you , >Solon, that amongst us
Scythians , if any Man strikes another , throws him down , or tears his
Garment , he would be grievously fined by the Elders , though the In¬
jury was done in the Presence of but a few Witnesses ; and not before
such a Multitude of People as, you say, come together at the Isthmian
and Olympick Games . For my part , I cannot help pitying the Com¬
batants for what they undergo , and wondering at the Spectators , who,
you tell me , come together from all Parts to these Festivals , neglect¬
ing their necessary Business, and keeping holiday upon no better a Pre¬
tence than this . Neither can I conceive what Pleasure there is, in
seeing Fellows beat , wounded , dashed against the Ground , and mang¬
led by one another .
Solon. If
it were now the Season, Anacharjis ,
either of the Olympick, the Isthmian , or the Fanathenœan Games, the
Sight of what passes there would instruct you , that it is not without
good Reason that we concern ourselves so seriously with these Matters.
For it is not in the Power of Language to give you so strong a Relish of
the Pleasure arising from these Spectacles , as if, seated there in the
middle of the Spectators , you yourself beheld the Courage of the Com¬
batants, the Beauty of their Bodies , their surprizing Health and Vi¬
gour , their admirable Skill , their indefatigable Strength , their Bold¬
ness , their Ardour and Emulation , their unconquerable Resolution,
and unwearied Application and Solicitude to obtain the Victory . I am
certain you would never cease praising , and applauding , and clapping.
Ana. And
laughing , and hooting too , Solon, I can assure you.
For all those fine Things that you just now reckoned up , their Cou¬
rage , their Vigour , their Beauty , and their Resolution , I see all
thrown away for nothing ; not to rescue their Country from Danger,
their Lands from Pillage , or their Friends and Family from Captivity
and Oppression . The braver therefore , and the better these Fellows
are,
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are, the more ridiculous they to suffer such Things , and endure ib
much to no Purpose ; to disgrace and soil with Sand, and Knobs,
and Swellings, the Comeliness and large Proportion of their Bodies,
that they may be Masters of a Bit of Laurel and Wild Olive, for I
never can forget those same noble Prizes. But tell me, are these
no means ; they
Solon. By
Prizes given'to all .the Combatantsf
Ana. They
can fall to the Share of but one amongst them all.
doubtful
and
uncertain
an
upon
Solon,
,
then
Pains
these
all
take
Prospect of Victory, knowing that there can be but one Conqueror,
and many conquered ; who , poor Wretches , must have nothing
seem,
Solon. You
for their Labour but Wounds and Bruises.
Anacharjis, to have no Idea of a well-constituted Government , or
you would not have thus turned into Ridicule some of our best and
wisest Customs . But if ever you come to consider how a Common¬
wealth is to be framed, and how her Citizens are to be ordered for
the best, you will then approve of these Exercises, and the Emu¬
lation wherewith we endeavour to excell in them ; and will under¬
stand that there is much Profit mingled with these Labours , though
Ana. Indeed,
now you think them useless and impertinent .
Solon, for no other Reason did I come from Scythia to Greece, tra¬
versing such a Tract of Country , and pasting over the broad and
;
stormy Euxine, but to be instructed in the Laws of the Greeks to
observe their Manners , and study the best Forms of Government.
For the same Reason, among all the Athenians, and all other Strang¬
ers, have I selected you for a Friend , out of regard to the Reputation
I had heard of your having composed a Set of Laws, invented the best
Rules of Life, and introduced among your Citizens wholesom Disci¬
plines and Regulations ; and framed indeed the whole System of*
their Commonwealth . Wherefore you cannot have so great an In¬
clination to instruct and take me for your Disciple, as I shall have
Pleasure in fitting by you, even hungry and thirsty as I am, and
hearing you discourse as long as you can hold out, upon Laws and
Government.
y
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Solon. It
is no easy Matter , my Friend , to go
through all in a short Time ; but you shall be instructed , by De¬
grees, in some Particulars , concerning the Worship of the Gods,
the Duty to our Parents , the Laws of Marriage , &c. And
as to
what relates to our Youth , and the Manner in which they are ordered,
as soon as they begin to understand what is right , are growing to¬
wards Men , and can endure Labour and Fatigue , all this will I now
explain to you, that you may understand for what Purpose these
Exercises have been prescribed to them ; and wherefore we oblige
them to inure themselves to Toil , not with a View to the Games
only , that they may obtain the Prizes , for to them but few out of
many can attain , but that they may by these means be enabled to
acquire for themselves and their Country a much greater Good.
There is a Contest, Anacharfis, of another kind , and of much more
general Concern , in which all good Citizens should be engaged ;
and a Crown, not made up of Olive, Pi fie., or Parsley, but compre¬
hending the Happiness and Welfare of Mankind ; as Liberty , pri¬
vate and publick , Wealth , Honour , the Observation and Enjoy¬
ment of the holy Festivals of our Country , and the Safety and Se¬
curity of our Friends and Kindred ; in a Word , all those Blessings
that we ask of Heaven . All these Things are interwoven in this
Crown, and are the Result of the Contest I speak of ; and to which
these Exercises and these Labours are not a little conducive*
Ana. Are not you then, Solon, a strange Man, when you had
such Prizes as these, to tell me of Laurel, and Parstey, and
Branches of Wild Olive, and Pine Lrees ?
Solon. Neither
will
these Prizes , Anacharsts, appear trifling to you, when you have
heard what I have to say ; since they arise from the same Principle,,
and are only lesser Parts of that greater Contest, and that Crown, that
beautiful Crown I spoke of. But my Discourse, I know not how,
has over-leaped all Method , and led me to mention those Things
first, which are transacted in the Isthmian, the Olympick, and the
4
Nemo an
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Nemean Games. But
however, as we are both at leisure, and you,
you fay, are desirous of hearing , we may easily run back to the

as

Beginning, to that great pubiick Contest; for the Sake of which , I
maintain , all these Things were originally instituted.
Ana. Bet¬
ter do so, Solon; besides the Discourse will run faster off when re¬
duced to Method . And perhaps I may be persuaded in a little
Time to laugh, when I fee a Man valuing himself upon his Olive or
Parstey Crown. But
if you please, let us go into that shady Place,
and sit down upon those Benches, that we may not be troubled with
the Noise of those who are hollowing the Combatants. Besides , I
must confess that I cannot very well bear this hot scorching Sun,
darting so directly on my bare Head ; for I thought it adviseable to
leave my Bonnet behind , that I might not appear to be a Foreigner
by my Dress. It is now also the Season of the Year, in which that
hottest of Constellations, by you called the Dog- Star, sets every
Thing on fire, and makes the Air itself dry and parching ; espe¬
cially when the Sun full South, and directly over our Heads , darts
upon us his intolerable Beams : wherefore , I am surprized to see that
you , who are now in Years, neither sweat with Heat as I do, nor
seem at all disturbed at it, nor look about for a shady Place to get
under ; but on the contrary , with great Ease and Contentment re¬
ceive the Sun.
Solon. These
unprofitable Toils , Anacharsts,
these continual Rollings in the Mid, and these Hardships and La¬
bours that we endure in the open Air and in the Sand, serve to arm
and fortify us against the Darts of the Sun ; and make us want mo
Bonnet to keep his Beams from our Heads : but let us go. In this
Conversation, however , you must not look upon all I say as Law,
and so rest satisfied with it ; but whenever you shall think me wrong,
contradict me and set me right : in which Case I shall not fail of at¬
taining one of these two Things , either thoroughly to convince you,
or by your Objections to be myself made sensible of my own Errors.
Upon which Occasion the whole City of Athens will not fail to acy2
knowledge
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knowledge her Obligations to you , since in instructing me you shall
perceive you oblige her ; from whom I shall secrete nothing , but
throwing all into the publick Stock, will say to the People , Ye
Men of Athens, I indeed gave you Laws , such as I believed would
be most serviceable to the State : but this Stranger here, pointing
to you, Anacharjis, this Scythian, who is a wife Man , hath over¬
thrown all my Knowledge , and hath taught me better Doctrines
and better Institutions : wherefore let him be recorded as a Benefac¬
tor to your State, and let his Statue in Brass be erected near the
Image of Minerva , among those Heroes from whom our Athenian
Tribes derive their Names . And assure yourself, that the Athenians
will never be ashamed to learn, even from a Foreigner and &Scy¬
is what
Ana. This
thian, what shall be expedient for them .
I have always heard, that you Athenians were much given to Irony,.
For how should I , a Wanderer , who have always lived in -Wag¬
gons, perpetually moving from Place to Place , who never dwelt in
any City , nor ever saw one till now , how should, I be able to
discourse upon Government , and teach a People , as old as the Earth
they live on, and who for these many Ages have inhabited this most
ancient City , under good and wholesome Laws ? Much less can, I
instruct thee, Scion, who from the very Beginning , as they fay,
have applied yourself to that most usefull Science, of knowing how a
State may be best administered , and what Laws are fittest to render
it flourilhing and happy . But however , I will obey your Orders as
a Legislator, and contradict you where I shall think you mistaken,
that I myself may be more thoroughly informed . But fee, we are
now got out of the Sun into the Shade, and here, upon these cold
Stones, we may sit very pleasantly and with great Conveniency..
Now begin your Discourse, and tell me how , even from Child¬
hood , you manage and exercise your Youth , so as out of this Mud
and these Labours they come forth good and valiant Men ; as also
how this fame Sand, and these LnrnbUngs and Rollings, can conduce
to.
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to make them virtuous ; for this is what I have all along principally
wanted to know . For the other Matters , you shall teach me as
Occasion offers. But pray remember , Solo?!, that you are talking
to a Foreigner by
;
which I mean, that your Arguments must be
neither intricate nor long ; for if they run into any length , I am
afraid I shall not remember the Beginning.
Solon. You
yourself,
Anacharsis, will be better able to judge when I become obscure, or
wander idly and unprofitably from my Subject ; in either of which
Cases you have full Liberty to interrupt me, to put in what you
please, and to cut me short . But if I shoot neither beyond nor
beside the Mark , you will have no Reason to object to the Length,
of my Discourse. This is the constant Practice of the Court of the
Areopagus, which takes Cognizance of capital Causes. For when
the Judges are sitting on the Hill of Mars upon any Trial , relating
to Murther, . wilful! maiming , or setting sire to an House, the Parties
have Leave to plead, and speak by Turns , both the Plaintiff mi
the Defendant themselves , or Orators whom they hire to plead for
them . And while they speak to the Purpose, the Court suffers and
hears them patiently . But if any one pretends to make a long Pre¬
amble to his Speech, with a View of inclining the Judges to his
Cause ; or attempts to raise Compassion or aggravate Matters from
any Circumstance foreign to the Point in Question (a Practice very
frequent among youthfull Orators ) the Cryer going to him , silences
him forthwith , not suffering him to trifle with the Court , or involve
the Cause inWords ; that the Judges may have nothing before them but
the plain and naked Fact . In like Manner , Anacharfs , I constitute you
my Judge upon this Occasion; agreeably therefore to the Practice of my
own Court, give me a patient hearing , or, is you find me playing the
Orator upon you , command me Silence. As long as I keep strictly
to my Subject, there will be no harm , if I draw out my Discourse in¬
to some Length , for we are not now conversing in the Sun, that
you need be uneasy should I be a little tedious. This Shade, is thicks
J

and.
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and we are entirely at leisure.
Ana. What
you observe, Solon,
is very right , and I am much obliged to you for your short Di¬
gression, by which you have acquainted me with the Practice of the
Areopagus a;
Practice truely admirable , and becoming upright
Judges who purpose to give Judgment according to Truth . But now
to the other Matters : and since you have constituted me .a Judge,
I shall in hearing you observe the Method followed by that Court.
Solon. It is necessary in the first Place for you to hear , in a few
Words , what we understand by a City and Citizens . By a City then
we do. not mean the Buildings, the Walls , the Temples , and the
Harbours ; all these we look upon as a kind of Body, stable and
immoveable , fitted for the Reception of the Inhabitants , in whom,
as the animating Soul, we place the whole Power and Authority
of fulfilling , ordering , commanding , and preserving every Thing.
Upon this Persuasion we take care, as you fee, of the Body of the
City , to render it within as beautiful as may be, by adorning it with
Buildings ; and to secure it, as much as possible, from without by
Walls and Ramparts . But our first and principal Concern is how
to make our Citizens virtuous in Mind and strong in Body ; for such
Men are most likely to live decently and orderly together in Time of
Peace, and in War to guard the City , and preserve it free and
happy . The Care of them in their Infancy is left to their Mothers,
their Nurses and Tutors ; with Directions to bring them up and
instruct them in all the Parts of a liberal and ingenuous Education.
But as soon as they come to understand what is right and commend¬
able, when a Sense of Shame , Bashfulness, Diffidence, and a Love
•of Virtue , begins to spring in their Minds ; and when their Bodies
are become sufficient to endure Toil and Labour , their Joints and
Members compact, and more firmly knit together , they are then
taken and instructed as to their Minds in other Branches of Learning,
and taught in another Manner to accustom their Bodies to Hardships
and Fatigues . For we are by no means of Opinion , that it is suffi¬
cient
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cient for us to be, either in Mind or Body, those Things only that
Nature made us. Either Part of us stands in need of Discipline and
Instruction , by means of which the Good that is in us may be ren¬
dered much better, and the Bad amended and redressed. An Exam¬
ple of our Proceeding may be taken from the constant Practice of
Gardeners , who , while the Plants are low and tender, cover and
fence them round , to keep them from being injured by the Winds ; ,
but when their Stems grow large and strong, they prune away their
Superfluities, and expose them to be shaken and agitated by the
Winds , in order to render them the more fruitfull . To rouse and
exercise their Minds we begin with teaching them Mustek and Arith - ■
metick, to form their Letters in Writing , and in Reading to pro¬
nounce them clearly and exactly . As they advance, we rehearse to
them the Sayings of wife Men , the Actions of former Times , and
other ufefull Lessons, dressed out in Metre , that they may the
better retain them in their Memories . By this means hearing per¬
petually of brave and virtuous Actions, they are incited by Degrees,
and provoked to a Desire of imitating them , that their Names in
like Manner may be fung and admired by Posterity . In which kinds
of Poetry we have many Pieces written by Hejtod and Homer. When
they now draw towards an Age sit to>be admitted into publick Offi¬
ces, and it becomes expedient for them to think of concerning them¬
selves with the Affairs of Government - But these Matters perhaps
are foreign to my Purpose, which was to explain the Intention of
the Bodily Exercises, in which we think proper to employ them,
and not those of the Mind ; wherefore I impose Silence upon my¬
self, without waiting for the Cryer, or the Orders of you my Judge ;
who out of Civility and Respect, , as I suppose, suffer me to go on
prating thus idly about Matters nothing to the Purpose. Ana. Tell.
me, Solon, hath the Court of the Areopagus sound out no proper
Punishment for those who pass over in Silence such Things that are
most necessary to be known ?
Solon, I
cannot guess why you
ask
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Because , omitting to acquaint me
with the particulars relating to the Mind , which I esteem the most
excellent and the best worth hearing , you are going to relate Matters
of much less Importance , Bodily Toils , and Gymnaflick Exercises
Solon. Calling
to mind , Anacharsis, what was said at the Begin¬
ning of this Conversation, I was not willing to wander from my
Subject, lest by saying too much I should perplex your Memory ;
but , if you think proper , I will run over these Matters in as few
Words as possible ; leaving a more exact Disquisition of them to an¬
other Opportunity . In order therefore to give their Minds a proper
Tone and Harmony , we instruct them in our Laws ; which being
written in a large and fair Character , are publickly exposed to the
Perusal of every one, who from their Ordinances may learn what is
to be done, and what to be avoided. We then introduce them into
the Societies of good and worthy Men (such as we call Sophists and
Philosophers) from whose Conversation they learn to speak pertinently
and properly , to act fairly and justly , to live together like FellowCitizens , to attempt no misbecoming Action , to pursue what is com¬
mendable , and to refrain from all kinds of Violence . Besides all
this, we carry them for their Instruction into the publick Theatres,
where in the Fables, both of Tragedies and Comedies, are set before
them the Virtues and Vices of former Times ; that they may avoid
the one and emulate the other . To our Comick Writers we allow
the Liberty of ridiculing and abusing such Citizens , as they know
to be guilty of any base or unworthy Action . And this we do as
well for their own Sakes, who by such kind of Reprimands maybe
made better , as for the many , who may be warned by their means
to avoid the Censure due to the like Offences.
Ana. I
have seen
those same Tragedians and Comedians, as you call them , Solon, those
Fellows with heavy, high -heel’d Buskins, and Robes all over laced
with Gold ; who wore most ridiculous Vizors, with monstrous gap¬
ing Mouths , within which they make a most horrid Bellowing , and
strut
Ana.
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strut about in those odd kind of Shoes, I can’t imagine how , with¬
out falling : this, if I mistake not, was at the Time , when you ce¬
lebrated the Fejii’val of Bacchus. Your Comedians were shorter , not
mounted up so high , and more like Men ; neither did they roar so
loud : but their Vizors were more ridiculous, and set the whole
Theatre a laughing . Whereas when those other tall Fellows appear¬
ed, the Audience listened to them with most dismal Faces, pitying
them , as I suppose, for dragging after them those monstrous
Solon. It was not the Actors, good Anacharjis, whom
Shackles.
they commiserated ; the Poet in all likelihood had set before them
some old melancholy Story, and put into the Mouths of his trage¬
dians some dolefull Speeches, by which all the Audience was mov¬
ed to Tears . You observed, perhaps at the same Time , some Peo¬
ple playing upon Flutes , and others standing in a Circle, and Singing;
which Mustek and Songs, Anachatsis, are by no means useless; for
all these Things tend equally to whet and animate the Minds of our
young Men , and make them better. As to our Manner of exer¬
cising their Bodies, which you seemed desirous of knowing , it is
this : As soon as their Bodies are become a little compact and firm, we
strip them naked, and accustom them in the first place to the open
Air , familiarizing them with all Seasons, that they may neither grow
uneasy or impatient with Heat , nor slirink and yield to the Extre¬
mity of Cold : After this we anoint and mollify them with Oil, to
render them more supple ; it being, in our Opinions, ridiculous to
imagine that our Bodies, while they yet partake of Life , should re¬
ceive no Benefit from the Oil, when Leather , that is nothing but a
dead Hide , by being rubbed and softened with it, becomes more
tough and durable . On the other hand , contriving various kinds of
Exercises, and appointing Masters in each of them , we cause our
young Men to learn, some of them the Exercise of the Cœjius, others
that of the Pancratium, that they may be accustomed to endure Pain
and Toil to brave a Blow, and not turn their Backs for fear of be¬
z
ing
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ing wounded : whence there arise two very considerable Advantages,
for in the first place our Youth by these means become more intrepid
and bold in Danger , and less carefull of their Persons ; and are in
the next place rendered more healthy and vigorous. Those , who are
instructed in the Exercise of Wrejiling, learn from thence to fall
without any blurt , to rise nimbly , to push and grapple with their
Adversaries, to twist and turn them , to squeeze them ’till they are
almost strangled, and lift them from the Ground . Qualities , that
without doubt have their Uses ; the chief of which is, that their
Bodies thus kept in continual Exercise become more robust and lessliable to be injured . The second Advantage , and that no inconsi¬
derable one, is, that being perfect and expert in these Matters , they
will not be at a Loss, should they ever have Occasion to make use of
them in War . For it is evident that such a Man , if he be grappled
with his Enemy , will by his Skill in tripping more readily throw
him down ; or if he be fallen himself, will know how to rise again
with great Ease and Celerity. For all these Exercises, Anacharjis,
are established with a final View to that Conteji, which is decided by
the Sword ; since through their means we flatter ourselves that we
lhall be supplied with better Soldiers, especially as by softening
their naked Bodies, and inuring them to Labour , we not only make
them healthier and stronger, but lighter also, and more lithesome to<
themselves, though heavier at the fame Time and more unwieldy
guess by this Time , I don’t question,,
to their Antagonists. You
what Sort of Fellows they are like to prove in Arms , who even
naked are wont to strike a Terror into their Enemies ; whose Bodies
are neither overloaded with Flesh , pallid and unactive, nor meagre,
white , and livid, like those of Women , almost putrified by being
kept always from the Air , shivering, apt with the least Motion
to run down with Sweat, and panting beneath the Burthen of an Hel¬
met , especially if the Sun shine hot , as he does at present, from the
South , Fine Soldiers these sot Service, who can neither endure
Drought
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Drought nor Dust ; whom the Sight of Blood throws into Disorder ;
and who die away with Fear before they come within the Reach of
a Spear, or feel the Sword of the Enemy ! whereas our tawny , Sun¬
burnt , hard -favoured Youth , that seem full of Spirit, vital Heat,
and manly Vigour , have their Bodies in such proper Order, as on
the one hand to be neither dry nor shrivelled, nor too stuffed or
heavy on the other ; but keeping them within due Limits they waste
away, by sweating, all superfluous and useless Flesh, and strenu¬
ously preserve, without the Mixture of any Unsoundness, whatever
conduces to render them strong and active. For these Exercises ope¬
rate upon our Bodies like a Winnowing -Fan upon Corn ; blowing
away the Chaff and Straw, and separating, cleaning, and heaping
up the Grain ; the Consequence of which is, that they become
healthy , and able to go through a great deal of Labour and Fatigue.
Besides, that such a one is a long Time e’er he begin to sweat, and
is seldom or never saint. For , to return once more to our Comparison
of the Corn, let any one take Fire and cast it into the Grain , and
into the Chaff and Straw, I dare say the latter would take fire much
the soonest ; while the former would kindle by Degrees, neither
producing any great Flame nor blazing up at once, but burning slow¬
ly and at Bottom, would be a considerable Time before it was all
consumed : such a Constitution of Body, in like Manner attacked
by any Toil or Sickness, would not be soon affected by it, or easily
subdued : the inward Parts being all found and in good Condition,
and the outward so well fortified against all Attacks of that kind , as
not easily to receive any Injury from the Assaults either of Cold or of
the Sun himself. And as to their enduring Fatigue , a constant
Stream of inward Warmth , collected as it were long before, and
kept in Reserve against a necessary Occasion, furnishes them with .a
plentifull Supply of Spirit and Vigour, and renders them almost in¬
defatigable : for their having previously inured themselves to Toil
and Labour , increases instead of diminishing their Strength ; which
z2
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by being agitated, constantly grows the faster. Besides all this, we
exercise our Youth in Running, accustoming them not only to hold
out through a long Course, but to perform it with the utmost Expe¬
dition ; for which Purpose we endeavour to make them light and
nimble . Neither are these Races performed upon hard or solid
Ground , but in a deep Land, which sliding away and yielding per¬
petually to the Tread , allows them no sure Footing , either to rise
upon their Feet or to set them down firmly . They are exercised also
in leaping over a Trench perhaps , or whatever happens to be in their
Way ; in performing of which , they fill their Hands with great
Pieces of Lead: after this they contend with each other in Darting,
and trying who ffiall cast his Spear the farthest . You saw lying in
the Gymnasium a Lump of Brass, circular and not unlike a small
Shield, but without a Handle or Thong . You tried to take it up,
and found it very weighty , and difficult to be laid hold of by reason of
its Smoothness ; this they toss into the Air , and try who shall throw
it to the greatest Distance , and surpass the rest of his Competitors;
and this Exercise not only strengthens the Shoulders, but gives a
Spring and Vigour even to the extreme Parts . Now as to the Mud
and Sand, which at first appeared to you so mighty ridiculous, you
shall hear , Anacharfis, wherefore they are spread in the Place of Ex¬
ercise. The first Reason is, that the Competitors may fall soft and
without Danger ; who might hurt themselves by falling upon hard
Ground . The next is, to promote that Slipperiness occasioned by a
Mixture of Mud and Sweat, which made you liken them to Eels,
and which is neither useless nor ridiculous , but exceedingly condu¬
cive, on the contrary , to render them strong and vigorous. For un¬
der these Circumstances they are necessitated to take a fast and firm
Hold of one another , to prevent their slipping away ; and you must
by no means think it an eafy Matter to lift from the Ground a Man
who is all over Oil, and Mud , and Sweat, by the Help of which
he is constantly endeavouring to fall and glide away from your Em4
braces.
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braces. All these Things , as I said before, are of use in War ; whe¬
ther it be necessary to take up speedily and bear out of the Battle a
wounded Friend , or seize upon an Enemy and carry him off in-your
Anns : for this Reason the Exercises we propose to them , are always
carried to an Excess ; that , having been accustomed to harder Things,
they may perform easier Matters with less Difficulty. The Sand
we make use of for a quite different Purpose, namely, to-take away
the Slipperiness occasioned by the Oil; for as in the Mud they are
practised to hold fast an Adversary, assisted by the Lubricity of his
Body to escape ; in the Sand they learn to get away, even when
they are so strongly and so firmly held , that one would think it al¬
most impoffible to break loose. We receive also this farther Benefit
from the Sand ; for being thrown over our Bodies when they are in
a Sweat, it not only prevents immoderate Perspiration , and by that
means enables us to hold out the longer, but keeps us also from be¬
ing injured by the Winds blowing upon us while our Pores are open ;
besides, it carries away with it all kind of Filth , and renders the
Body more sleek and shining. And indeed I should be glad to set be¬
fore you one of your white -fkin ’d Fellows, that has always lived un¬
der Cover, and any one of these, who have been bred here in the Gymnasium, washing off his Mud and Sand, and ask you which of the two
you would wish to resemble. I am confident you would chuse at first
Sight, without making any Experiment os the Deeds of either ; you
would chuse, I say, without a Moment ’s Hesitation, that compact
and well-ordered Frame of Body, rather than that other delicate
Complexion , softened and melting almost with Luxury and Cocker¬
ing, and looking white , as well from the Scarcity of Blood, as-from,
its retiring all to the inward Parts.
These , jinacharfis, are the Exercises in which we educate our
Youth , and by the means of which we hope to make them strenuous
Defenders of their Country j under whose Protection we ourselves
may live in Liberty , get the better of our Enemies if they attack us,.

and
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and become so formidable to our Neighbours round , that they may
all stand in awe “if us, and the greatest Part of them pay us Tribute.
In Peace too we doubt not but to find them the better for our In¬
structions ; neither inclined to emulate one another in base and
sliamefull Actions , nor through the Want of Employment turning
themselves to Riot and Debauch : these Exercises affording them
continual Occupation , and filling up all the Vacancies both of their
Thoughts and Time . And in this, Anacharjis, consists the publick
Good and Happiness of a State, to have its Youth perpetually busy¬
ing themselves in usefull and commendable Employments , so as to be
Ana. There¬
equally fitted and prepared either for Peace or War .
fore, Solon, when your Enemies come to attack you, smearing
yourselves over with Oil and Sand, you march forth in that Manner
to assault them with your Fists ; and most certainly they have great
Reason to be afraid and run away, lest, as they stand gaping, you
jumping round them
;
may chance to fill their Mouths with Sand or
you may get upon their Backs, and then twisting your Legs about
their Bellies, choke them with placing your Elbows upon their
Throats underneath their Helmets . And supposing they should, as
they will undoubtedly , attack you with their Bows and Spears, those
Weapons can have no more Effect upon you, than upon so many
Statues, because of your being so burnt and hardened in the Sun, and
so abounding with Blood. For being neither Chaff nor Straw , you
will not be soon susceptible of a Wound ; and if you should, after a
considerable Time and with much Difficulty, be wounded , it must
be a deep and grievous Gaffi indeed, that draws a little, and but a
little Blood upon you . This , I think , is what you fay, unless I en¬
tirely mistake your Argument . Or perhaps upon such an Occasion,
you will arm yourselves with all the Equipage of your 'Tragedians and.
Comedians;and , if you go forth to Battle, put on their grinning
Head- Pieces, to make yourselves terrible to your Enemies , and scare
them with your frightfu.il Faces . And pray don’t forget those same
high2
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high -heeled5 «/^ Wj which will prove very light for you , should you have
Occasion so run away . Or if you are in Pursuit of the Enemy , it will
be impossible for them to escape you , coming after them with such
mighty Strides .
Consider then , Solon, whether all these pretty
Things be not trifling Amusements , sit only for such young Fellows
as love Idleness , and have nothing better to do . To be really free and
. happy , you stand in need of other kinds of Schools, and of the only
true Exercise , that of Arms . Neither must this Contest be carried on
in Sport with one another , but with an Enemy , where Danger may
teach you Courage . Wherefore laying aside your Oil and Sand, in¬
struct your young Men in the Management of their Bows and Jave¬
lins : not putting into their Hands such light Darts , as are to be
carried away with every Puff of Wind ; but a weighty Spear , that
whizzes as it flies, or a Stone that is as much as they can lift ; and a
Sword , a Target on their left Arms , a Breast - plate , and a Helmet . As
you now are, your Safety seems to me owing to the Favour of some
God , who has saved you hitherto from perissiing by the Attack of a
few light -armed Soldiers . Should I now draw the little Sword that I
carry here at my Girdle , and singly fall upon all your young
Fellows there , I leave you to guess whether I could not make myself
Master of the Gymnasium, merely by shouting , while they would all
scamper away, , not one of them daring to look upon a naked Sword ;
and I in the mean Time should die with laughing , to see them creep¬
ing round the Statues , hiding behind the Pillars , weeping and trem¬
bling . Their Bodies would not then appear so ruddy as you fee them
at present , but turn pale, and take a Tincture from their Fear . Such
are the Effects of your profound Peace , that you cannot stand the
Sight even of the Plume of an hostile Helmet .
Solon. The Thraeians , Anacharjis, who headed by Eumolpus made War upon us, and
those Amazonian Horse of yours , who under the Conduct of Hippoli to. attacked our City, and. all those other People who have tried us in
the
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the Field , never spoke of us in this Manner : neither , my good
Friend , ought you to have imagined that we go out unarmed to Bat¬
tle, because our Youth perform their Exercises naked , in which as
soon as they are perfect we teach them the Management of their
Arms ; and they handle them , I can assure you , not a whit the worse
Ana. And where , I pray you , is the
for having learnt the other .
School in which you teach the Exercise of Arms ? for I have seen no¬
Solon. But
thing like it in the City , though I have been all over it .
if you continue among us for any Time , Anacharjis , you will find
that every Man is well furnished with Arms , which we make use of
when there is Occasion , as well Helmets as Caparisons and Horses,
and Horsemen too ; almost one fourth Part of the Citizens consisting
of Horsemen . Though we think it needless in Time of Peace always
to carry Arms and wear a Sword . On the contrary , whoever is dis¬
covered with Arms , either in the City or in the Asiemblies of the Peo¬
ple , is liable to be fined . You Scythians indeed are to be excused for
going always armed , considering that you not only dwell in an open
Country , in which you are perpetually exposed to sudden Invasions and
Surprizes , but are constantly at War with one another . An Enemy,
before you are aware , may fall upon you in your Sleep, drag you out
of your Waggons , and cut your Throats . Thus your mutual Distrust
of one another , and your not living together under any certain Laws
or Government , makes it necessary for you always to carry Arms,
that they may always be in a Readiness to defend you in cafe of an
deem it therefore , Solon, quite needless to
Ana. You
Attack .
wear a Sword when there is no Occasion , and are for saving your
Arms lest they should be spoiled by handling ; for which Reason you
lay them up carefully ’till you want to use them : and yet , without
being compelled to it by any urgent Reason , you exercise and batter
the Bodies of your young Men , exhaust them with continual Sweat¬
ings, and prodigally pour into the Dirt and Sand that Strength , which
you
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you ought to husband and reserve against a necessary Occasion.
Solon. You seem , Anacharsis , to consider bodily Strength in the
same Light as you do Wine , or Water , or any other Liquid ; and to
be afraid , lest in the Agitation of these Exercises , it thou Id leak out
of the Vessel imperceptibly , and leave us nothing but a hollow , dry,
and empty Body . But the Cafe is quite otherwise : the more you draw
it off in Exercises , the faster it flows in ; according to the Fable of the
Hydra if( you have ever heard it ) who in the room of one Head that
had been cut off, had always two others immediately sprouting up.
A Body indeed never inured by Labour , nor braced by Exercise , and
that has not a sufficient Strength of Constitution , would quickly be
impaired and destroyed by Toil . Between which and the former
there is the same Difference as between a Fire and a Lamp ; the for¬
mer is kindled and increased , and set into a Blaze , by the same Blast of
Wind by which the latter , for want of being sustained by a due Supply
os Fuel , is soon extinguished .
Ana. I do not rightly understand
you , Solonyour
;
Arguments are too subtle , and require a more accu¬
rate Attention , and a sharper Penetration than I am Master of. But
this I would fain know , what is the Reason that in the Olympick, Ijlhmian , Pythian , and your other Games>at which , you tell me , there
is always a great Concourse of People to see the Youth perform their
Exercises , you never have a Combat of armed Men ; but bring them
there naked , for the Spectators to fee them kicked and cuffed about,
and then to the Conqueror you give a Branch of Laurel or Wild Olive.
The Reason why you do this is certainly worth knowing . Solon. We
imagine , Anacharsis , that they will apply themselves with more Ea¬
gerness to their Gymnajiick Exercises , if they fee those who excel 1 in
them honoured upon these Occasions , and proclaimed Conquerors in
the Presence of all Greect. For the same Reason , as they appear there
naked , they take care , that they may not be disgraced , to have their
Bodies in good Order , and to render themselves in all Respects worthy
of the Vidlory : neither
are the Prizes , as I said before , mean and
aa
trifling ;
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trifling : To be applauded by all the Spectators , to be distinguished and
pointed out , as a Man that has proved himself the best among all the
Hence also
Youth his Rivals , is surely no inconsiderable Reward .
many of the Spectators , who are of an Age proper for these Exercises ,
and whose Hearts are not a little animated with these Things , return
home enamoured of Toil and Virtue . And indeed , Anacharjis, if
you take out of human Life the Love of Glory , what Virtue can a
Man expect to find , or who will be fond of performing any splendid
Action ? And now you may be able to form some Judgment to your¬
self, what sort of Men they are like to prove in Arms , and fighting
for their Country , their Wives , their Children , and their Gods , who
for the Sake of an Olive or a Laurel Crown contend even naked with
much Eagerness for the Victory . What would you fay, if you beheld
the Battles of our Quails, and our Fighting Cocks, and the no small
Earnestness with which we attend to them . You would laugh most
assuredly , especially when you were informed , that we do this in Obe¬
dience to a Law , by which all our Youth are ordered to be present,
and to view these little Birds maintaining the Battle to their latest Gasp.
Neither is it ridiculous , considering that in the mean while there steals
imperceptibly into our Hearts a certain Promptitude to face Danger,
that we may not strew ourselves less generous and less intrepid than
Cocks , and yield the Victory through an Inability to bear Wounds , and
Toil , and Hard strips. But far be it from us to make Trial of our
Youth in Arms , and fee them wounding one another ! for, besides
that it is barbarous and savage, it would be very ill Husbandry indeed
to massacre thus in Sport our best Men , whose Valour might better be
employed against an Enemy . But since you tell me , Æacharjis , that
you intend to travel overall Greece, remember when you come to Lace¬
dæmon, not to laugh at the Spartans , nor conclude that they are labour¬
ing in vain, when you behold them in the Theatre fighting and banging
one another for a Ball , or in a Place encompassed on all Sides with Wa¬
ter , dividing themselves into two Battalions and attacking each other
naked,
3
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naked , ’till either the 'Troops of Hercules or those of Lycurgus for(
so
those two Battalions are called ) drive the other out of the Inclosure , or
force them into the Water . After which there is Peace between
them , and no Man strikes a Blow . But more particularly have a Care
of laughing , when you fee the Children whipt at the Altar , and
streaming down with Blood , their Fathers and their Mothers being
present all the while , and , instead of grieving at such a Sight , urging
their Children with Threats to bear the Lashes , beseeching them to
hold out as long as possible against the Pain , and endure their Miseries
with Courage . And indeed many have died under the Trial , disdain¬
ing to give out in the Presence of their Relations while they had any
Life left , and to (hew any Weakness for their Bodies . And in Honour
of these have the Spartans erected Statues at the publick Charge.
Wherefore , when you fee all this , conclude not that they are mad,
nor fay that without any Necessity they torment themselves , not com¬
pelled to it either by a tyrannical Master or an Enemy . Lycurgus ,
their Legislator , could without doubt have given many good Reasons,
why he chose to afflict them in this Manner , having no Intentions,
either as an Enemy or out of Ill - will , to waste and consume their
Youth . His Design on the contrary was to render those , upon whom
was to depend the Safety of their Country , as hardy and brave as
possible, and superior to all kinds of Evil . And certainly you yourself
may well imagine , without being told it by Lycurgus , that such a
Spartan , if he should happen to be taken by the Enemy in War,
would never , for the Apprehension of the Lash , divulge the Secrets of
his Country ; but smiling would endure the Torture , and strive with
the Executioner which should be first tired .
Ana. Pray , Solon,
was Lycurgus himself scourged in his younger Days , or did he pro¬
duce these pretty youthfull Inventions of his at an Age , that excluded
him from undergoing them himself ?
Solon. He framed his Laws
in his old Age , after his Return from Crete, where he had resided for
a considerable Time , having heard that the Cretans were governed
by excellent Laws , given them ' by Minos the
Son of Jupiter.
a a 2
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Ana. Why

then , Solon, do not you follow the Example of Lycurgus, and scourge your Youth ? for these are wholesome Things , and
worthy your Imitation .
Solon. Because , Anacharjis , the Exercises
we have , are sufficient for our Purpose , and of our own Growth ; and
we do not think fit to borrow from Strangers .
Ana, That
is not
the Reason ; the Truth is, you are sensible what it is to be scourged
naked , with your Hands raised up above your Head , and that without
any Benefit accruing from it , either to yourself or your Country.
Wherefore if I should happen to be at Sparta , at the Time of their
performing these Disciplines , the People , I doubt , will immediately
knock me on the Head for laughing at those Fools , who suffer them¬
selves to be whipt like a Parcel of Knaves and Thieves . And to fay
Truth , a Government that can allow of such ridiculous Things,
Hands in need of a good Dose of Hellebore.
Solon. Think
not , how¬
ever , my good Friend , because you plead without an Adversary , of
prevailing against them in their Absence , and condemning them un¬
heard . You will find Men in Sparta able to reply to your Objections,
and give you a reasonable Account of their Proceedings . But since I
have gone through , at your Request , many of our Customs , which
however you seem not entirely to approve , it cannot sure be thought
unreasonable , if I desire you , in return , to explain to me the Manner , in
which you Scythians exercise your Youth ; what Schools you have for
their Education , and how you make them good and valiant Men.
Ana. Your Request , Solon, is very reasonable : you shall have an
Account of our Scythian Customs , plain and simple ones perhaps , and
very much differing from yours ; for we do not so much as strike a
Man a Blow upon the Face , such Cowards are we . Bat be they
as they will , you (hall hear them .
If you please, however , we
will adjourn our Conversation ’till To - morrow , that I may not only
think at leisure upon what you have (aid , but muster up in my own
Mind all I have to say to you . For the present let us finish here , for
it grows towards Evening.
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FROM
what is set forth under the Character of Solon in the pre¬
ceding Dialogue , the Reader may perceive with what View the
Founders of the Olympick Games proposed their Olive Chaplet as a Re¬
ward to those , who excelled in any of the Gymnajlick Exercises. How
well they were seconded by the Legislators and Governors of the se¬
veral States of Greece, may be collected from the great Honours , Pri¬
vileges,.and Immunities bestowed on the [acred Conquerors in their re¬
spective Countries ; all which demonstrate the high Opinion enter¬
tained by all the. Grecians of the Utility of the Gymnajlick Exercijes.
Of this Plato himself was so sensible, that he delivers it as his Opinion,
that every well constituted Republick ought , by offering Prizes to the
Conquerors, to encourage all such Exercises as tend to increase the
Strength and Agility of the Body , as highly ufefull . in War, . That,
such was the general Tendency of the Gymnajlick Exercises will easily
be admitted ; and that the two Qualities just mentioned were very
proper to be cultivated in a Soldier , will , I believe , as easily be allow¬
ed by those, who consider the Manner of Fighting practised among
the Grecians. Their
Armies for many Ages consisted chiefly , if not
wholly , of Infantry ; Cavalry , either from the great Scarcity of
Horses , or from their Ignorance in managing them , having been late
introduced among them , as I have before observed . Their Armswere Swords and Spears, Bows and Slings being not of general Use ..
Hence in all their Battles the two Armies came always to a close En¬
gagement, . in which Strength and Agility of Body could not but be
greatly serviceable to every Soldier in particular , and to the whole Army
in general , as well for Offence and Defence , as for other Purposes ; such
as seizing on an Enemy , or bearing off a wounded Friend , expreslytaken Notice of in the Dialogue of Lucian. This
whole Matter is set
in its proper Light by Plutarch, in his Symposacks 3, or Table Talk y
z L. ii. Quæst. 5.
where
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where , in Answer to the Question , Which was the most ancient of the
Gymnaftick Exercises t started by some of the Company , he observes,
that as they were all originally copied from what was practised in War,
and intended to prepare and fit Men for it, it is to be concluded that
Boxing was the first, Wrestling the second , and Running the last : since
in a Battle the first Business of a Soldier is tostrike and ward ; the next,
when the Armies come to a closer Engagement , and fight Hand to
Hand , is to push and throw down the Enemy ; the last to pursue orfy.
And he tells us at the same time , that the Lhtbans were said to have been
indebted to their superior Skill and Practice in the Art of Wresting , for
the famous Victory obtained by them over the Lacedæmonians at LeuExercise in which , as we learn from another Passage in the
Bra. An
same Author 4, Epaminondas , as soon as he conceived the generous De¬
sign of freeing his Country from the Tyranny of Sparta , took care
to have his Fellow - Citizens well instructed , frequently matching them
with Spartans , and taking occasion from their Victories in the Gymnafum , to encourage them not to dread those Adveriaries in the Field,
whom they had found to be so much inferior to them in Strength.
The Greeks, as I have said, weredistributed into several petty inde¬
pendent States, whose Strength and Security depended wholly upon
the Number of Men , which , upon Occasion , they were able to bring
into the Field . The principal Object therefore of every Government,
was to make that Number as large as possible. To this End , as no
one was exempted from serving his Country in War , every Man of
free Condition ( for Slaves were not admitted into their Armies unless on
very extraordinary Emergencies ) from the highest to the lowest , was
from his Youth trained up in such a Manner , as by them was judged
most conducive to that Purpose ; that is, in learning and practising the
Gymnafick Exercises : by which , though they were not directly in¬
structed in the Management of their Arms , yet they were inured to
4 In Pelopida.
Toil,
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Toil , and rendered hardy , healthy , vigorous, and active : Qualities,
which however little regarded among us at present, were by the
wisest Men among the Grecians esteemed absolutely necessary in a
Soldier. And indeed this Attention to the rendering the Bodies of
their Citizens healthy and robust, was by some of them carried even
to a vicious Excess ; so far as to lead them to neglect or overlook
some other Matters , of at least equal, if not superior Importance
to a well constituted Government : Instances of which might easily
be produced from the famous Institutions of Lycurgus, and even from
the no less famous Commonwealth of Plato : in both which many
Absurdities, Indecencies, and Immoralities , even of a very heinous
Nature , were allowed of, merely for the fake of furnishing the State
with a Race of strong and healthy Citizens.
But in pursuing this Point of the Gymnafick Exercises, esteemed
so beneficial to the Publick , and for that Reason so cultivated and
encouraged in all the Great Games of Greece, as well as in those ce¬
lebrated in every State and City , the Grecians at length fell into an
Error , into which many States and Communities , as well as pri¬
vate People, both before and since have fallen, even in Matters of
more serious Concernment . They came to mistake the Means for :
the End. For byover -rating the ViStories obtained in the Gymnastick.
Exercises, and rewarding the Conquerors with greater Honours than
were in Reason due to them , they in Time caused those Victories
to be considered, by the Multitude at least, as the final Objects of
their Ambition . Whence it came to pass, that Numbers among
them , instead of being made good Soldiers, became only eminent
Athletes and
;
that Course of Education , which was set on Foot with
a View of making everyMan usefull to his Country , tended to render
many not only useless on those Occasions, in which the Exigencies
of the Commonwealth might require the Assistance of all its Mem¬
bers, but even burthensome to the Publick : every City being, if
not by Law , at least by a Custom grown in length of Time equiva¬
lent r
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lent to a Law , obliged to maintain the Gymnafick Conquerors for the
rest of their Lives. But this was not the only, nor the heaviest In¬
convenience that arose from the too great Encouragement given to
the Athletes : by which Term I understand those who followed
and practised the Gymnajlick Exercises as a Science and Profession;
An Abuse which began in Greece a little before the Times of Plato,
as we learn from Galen 5, who every where inveighs most bitterly
against it : insomuch that he will not allow the Athletick 6Art a
Place among those which are styled liberal, and even refuses it the
honourable Title of Gymnajlick;a Title in which some People af¬
fected to dress it out . The Reasons of the Indignation , which
this learned Physician expresses against the Athletes, are principally
founded on the pernicious Effects of the Regimen observed by them,
many of which he enumerates ; and concludes all with saying, that
Mankind ought to hate and detest a Profession, .the Excellency of
which consists only in disordering the natural Constitution of the
Body, and ruining that kind of Strength and Vigour, which qualifies
a Man to be ufefull to his Country , by introducing one of another
kind , which can only tend to make him a Burthen to it. He adds,
that upon many Occasions he had found himself a great deal stronger
than some Athletes of Eminence , who had gained several Prizes ;
this fort of Men , continues he, not being fit to undergo either the
Fatigues of Travelling or those of War , and still less proper for
civil Employments or the Toils of Agriculture : in Ihort, neither
good for Counsel nor Execution.
Euripides in one of his Satyrical Pieces, a Fragment of which is
preserved by Athenœus1, speaks of the Athletes with the fame Vi¬
rulence and Contempt : and Plutarch compares them to the Pillars of
a Gymnasium, as well for the Qualities of their Minds , as for those
of their Bodies ; and in one Place 3 he confesses, that nothing had so
j Ad Thrasybul. c. 33.
7 Deip. L. x. c. 2.

6 See Mons. Burette’s 1Mem. fur les Athletes.
* DeSanit. tuenda.
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much contributed to the Effeminacy and Servility of the Greeks as
this Abuse of the Gymnajlick Exercises, which had rendered them
unfit for military Duty , and had caused them to prefer the Qualities
of an excellent Athlete to those of a good Soldier,
But I must here repeat what I hinted at in another Place, on occa¬
sion of a Passage there cited from *the same Author , in his Life of
Philopœmen, that this heavy Charge against the,Athletes falls with the
greatest Weight upon those, who exercised themselves in the Cafius
and Pancratium , their Regimen being the most liable to all the per¬
nicious Consequences enumerated by Galent and the most opposite
to that of a Soldier.
But without taking into the Account all the Inconveniences just
now insisted on, in many of which the Athletes were joint Sufferers
with the State, it was certainly a considerable Prejudice to the Publick , to have any Number of Men called off from their own Occu¬
pations and Affairs, from all Duties Civil and Military , from Com¬
merce and Agriculture , not to mention the Study of the Liberal
Arts and Sciences, to the Practice of a ProfeJJion, in which , to ar¬
rive at any Perfection , they must consume their Youth , their Health,
and Fortune , and become chargeable to their Friends and Country,
(over which , fays Laertius 9, they seem by their Victories to tri¬
umph , rather than over their Antagonists ) and by which they con¬
tributed to the lowering the Value of a Crown, originally intended for
the Encouragement of those only, who by the fame Qualities, which
entitled them to it, were rendered serviceable to their Country : a
Crown , for the obtaining of which , however glorious and sacred ,
a Man of a noble and ingenuous Spirit might well disdain to enter
the Lists with a professed Prize -Fighter. And by these means
were all the salutary Views of those, who first instituted the Publick
Games, in great measure disappointed ; and the Benefits naturally
growing out of a proper and moderate Use of the Gymnajlick Exer9 In Solon.
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cises, converted into Mischiefs by the intemperate and sliort- sighted
, to borrow a Metaphor from Pindar ,
;
Folly of the Greeks who
neglecting the Mark , and aiming to throw their Arrow too far,
over-strained and broke the Bow. An Evil, which seems to have
been foreseen and provided against by Solon and Lycurgus, the wife
, Athens and Lacedæ¬
Lawgivers of their two greatest Commonwealths
former of whom , by limiting the Reward of an Olymmon. The
pick Conqueror to no very considerable Sum, endeavoured to check
the immoderate Ardour of his Countrymen for the Gymnajlick Ex¬
ercises;and the latter not only forbade his Spartans to contend in
fheCœfius and Pancratium, but by rewarding a Victory in the Olympick Games with a military Post of Honour , made it necessary for
those, who aspired to the Olive Crcwn, to qualify themselves for ob¬
taining it in such a Manner , as might render them at the fame
Time worthy of the honourable Rank annexed to it.
These Abuses however did not grow up all at once ; and probably
did not arrive at the vicious Excess above described, 'till the Grecians,
having been first subdued by the Macedonians, and afterwards by
the. Romans, lost together with their Liberty every Sentiment of true
Virtue and Glory ; and having no worthier an Object than one of
the Four sacred Crowns left them to contend for, turned all their .,
Ambition and Application to the obtaining an Honour , which in
the most fiourisliing Periods of Grecian Liberty and Glory had ever
been regarded with the highest Esteem and Veneration.
But be that as it will, it is evident from the Authorities abovecited, and the Reasons before given, that the Gymnasick Exercises..
were for many Ages considered as beneficial to the Publick ; and
so undoubtedly they were, while they were kept within due Bounds,
and directed to the Purposes for which they were originally intend¬
ed ; in which Point of View all political Institutions , Systems of
Religion and Government , and the prevailing Customs and Manners,
of any People, ought principally to be considered by every one, who
is
2
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is desirous of searching out their original Causes, and drawing any
Advantages from the Wisdom of remote Ages and distant Coun¬
tries ; the Abuses in any of these being generally to be charged upon
the Ignorance or Corruption of After-times ; and never to be urged
as Arguments against the proper Use, for the fake of which they
were at first received, and afterwards continued and maintained.
I shall therefore now proceed to point out some farther Advantages
of a Civil Nature , arising from the Gymnajlick Exercises one
;
of
which was hinted at in the preceding Dialogue . This is the Em¬
ployment furnished by their means to the Idle of all Ages and Condi¬
tions. By the Idle I do not mean the Indolent and Slothfull, but
those who , either on account of their Youth , or for other Reasons,
were not engaged in the Service of the State ; those, whom a com¬
petent Supply of all the Necessaries of Life exempted from Labour
and Business; and those whose Occupations allowed them any con¬
siderable Portion of vacant Time . Such Citizens, and of such
there is always too large a Number in every populous and wealthy
Community , are always dangerous to the Peace and Order of a Com¬
monwealth ; which , merely for want of something to do, they are
too apt to disturb and break by riotous and factious Enormities . To
these the Gymnasiums
, or Schools of Exercise, erected in every City,
and furnished with Masters, &c. at the publick Cost, were always
open ; and thither they were encouraged and invited to resort, not
only from the Influence of a prevailing Fashion, which had made
the learning the Gymnajlick Exercises a part even of a Liberal Educa¬
tion , or the Hopes of attaining one Day to the great Honours and
Rewards bestowed upon the Conquerors in the sacred Games, but
even upon the Score of Amusement and Health ; there being many
Exercises taught and practised in those Schools, which , though not
admitted into the publick Games, were nevertheless of great and fre¬
quent Use, and tended equally with those, of which I have been hi¬
therto speaking, to render the Bodies of the Practitioners healthy,
bb 2
vigourous,
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♦vigourous, and active. These were the several kinds of Dances j
some or other of which were constantly introduced on all Occasions
of Festivity, private and publick , as Marriages, Religious Festivals,
&c. and were performed by a Chorus, consisting of a certain Num¬
ber of Citizens . Those calculated principally for Amusement were
several Sports, performed with Balls of different Sizes. Of all
which , comprehended likewise under the general Name of GymnaJlick, the curious Reader may find a particular Account in three
Pieces written by Mons . Burette , and printed in the zd Volume of
Memoires de Literature de /’Academie Boyale des Inscriptions, &c.
Of these several Exercises the Physicians likewise took Advantage,
frequently prescribing one or other of them to their Patients , in such
Proportions as their different Cafes required ; as may be seen in Mercurialis, and others . The Uses indeed last-fnentioned were only
collateral, neither proceeding by direct Consequence from the Games,
nor immediately relating to them . But as the Gymnastick Exercises
owed the great Vogue and Reputation which they acquired, prin¬
cipally to the Olympick Games, and the other Lhree Institutions of the
fame kind ; and as the Gymnqstums, with all their Apparatus of Ma¬
sters of several Sorts, Baths hot and cold, open and covered Places
for Exercise, &c. were originally founded and maintained , with a
View of preparing the Afieticks for those Games, we may very
fairly place to their Account all the Profit accruing to the Publick
from every Species of the Gymnastick Exercises, and from all the
various Uses of the Gymnafium: which latter may be considered as
a kind of State Hospital, where that great Branch of Physick called
Prophylactic, or Preventive , so much cultivated by the Ancients,
though entirely neglected by the Moderns , was practised with great
;
Success on all the Members that compose the Body Politick which*
by the Regimen there prescribed, not only found its natural Health,
Vigour , and Spirits fortified and augmented , but was kept from fall¬
ing into many dangerous Maladies proceeding from Idleness and
Luxury,
4
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Luxury , those morbid Principles of political, as well as natural Cor¬
ruption and Dissolution.
And this leads me to consider another Point of no small Import¬
ance ; namely, the 'temperance and Sobriety, which all, who aimed
at any eminent Proficiency in the Gymnajlick Exercises, were necesiitated to observe. This is taken notice of by Horace in these
Verses,
§>ui Jiudet optatam curfu contingere metam,
Multa tulit fecitque puer ; fudavit , & aljit F
Abjlinuit venere & vino 10.

A Youth , who hopes th * Olympick Prize to gain*
All Arts must try , and ev’ryToil sustain ;
Th ’ Extreams of Heat and Cold must often prove,
And shun the weak ’ning Joys of Wine and Love.
Francis . .
.. Paul alludes, in his First Epistle to the Corinthians "
And to this SX
(in whose Territory , and under whose Direction , the Ifhmian Games
were celebrated) in the following Passage : " Know ye not that they,
" who run in the Stadium , or Foot -Race , run all, and yet but one
" receiveth the Prize ? so run therefore, that ye may obtain. Moreover,
" every one that contendeth in the Games {yrag Sio.dymssfiivog) is
" temperate in all Things , they indeed, that they may obtain a cor" ruptible Crown ; but we, an incorruptible. Wherefore Ifor ?ny-part
“so run, as not to pass undistinguished

( ok xz dtiixco; ) so

fight

“ ( irvKlivv) not as beating the Air i ( . e. practising in a feigned Com10 Art . Poet. f 412.
» C. ix. f 25.
may also signify in this
Place, as if I was not unseen, not unob¬
served, i . c. as if I was in. the Presence of

the "Judge of the Games, and of a .greatNumber of Spectators. But this, as.wdi
as other Parts of my Translation of this
Paslage, I submit to the more .learned
Reader.
cc
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" bat, without an Adversary ) but I bruise and mortify my Body
tc and
bring it underSubjection , lejl after having served as
" a Herald
to others (by introducing them into the Christ" ian Stadium) I myself should come off without Honour and Appro" bation (dHUipoc yimpai ).” Though
there are but two Expres¬
sions in this Passage that relate to the Point in Question, yet I thought
proper to translate the whole , that I might shew and explain the
several Allusions to the Games, here made use os by St. Paul ; and
make the Reader understand the full Force of the Argument urged
by him upon the Corinthian Converts , to incite them to the Practice
of those Virtues , which (he tells them ) would be rewarded with a
Crcwn of everlasting Glory ; and which , for the fake of a fading and
perishable Crown, were practised by their unbelieving Brethren.
To what a Degree of Strictness these latter carried their Temper¬
ance and Continency of all kinds, with regard especially to the two
Pleasures mentioned by Horace, Women and Wine, may be seen in
many Instances collected by Faber n, to whom I refer the Reader :
and how much those Virtues may be supposed to have contributed
to the Health and Vigour of their Bodies (to fay nothing of their
Minds ) may easily be conjectured, from the wretched and deplorable
Effects occasioned by their contrary Vices ; of which every one’s
Experience cannot fail of suggesting to him but too many Examples
among People of all Ranks and Conditions in this debauched and
luxurious Age.
But as this strict Temperance was necessary only to those, who
were ambitious of excelling in the Gymnafick Exercises, so it may
be imagined to have been observed by a very small Number ; but if
it be remembered , that besides the Four Sacred Games so often men¬
tioned , there were others , almost innumerable , of the fame Nature,
celebrated in every Grecian Town and City , in which the Prizes
were some of them lucrative, and all of them honourable , it may on
’3Agon. L . iii. c. 4,
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the contrary be presumed , that the Number of those, who aspired
to the Honour of a Victory in any of these Games, were pretty con¬
siderable ; especially before the Athletick Art came to be embraced
and followed as a ProfeJJion: consequently many People in every
Grecian State were for many Ages kept sober, temperate , and
chaste, at least to a certain Degree, by the meer Influence of an
Ambition ; which through the Encouragement of the Publick , and
by the various Means of gratifying it offered to People even of the
lowest Condition, may not unreasonably be supposed to have been
almost universal : and this could hardly fail of rendering those Vir¬
tues fashionable, and thereby recommending them to the Practice
of all those, who seek for no other Rule of Life but the Example of
others . It may not indeed be easy, at this Distance of Time , exactly
to determine how far this Influence operated ; and I may perhaps
be thought , by some People, to have given it a larger Sphere of
Action , than either Reason or History will justify . All therefore
that I shall at present insist upon is, that the Gymnajiick Exercifesy
from the several Causes above assigned, must have had a consider¬
able Effect upon the Manners and Morals of the Greeks, in propor¬
tion to the Degree of Extensiveness and Care, with which they were
cultivated and encouraged.
As a farther Discouragement to Vice and Immorality , the Reader
may be pleased to recollect, that no one, who was guilty of any fla¬
grant or notorious Crime , or was depraved in his Morals, could be
admitted to contend for the Olympick Crown, however otherwise
well qualified to obtain it. To this End every Candidate, at the
Opening of the Games, was conducted along the Stadium by a Herald,
who with a loud Voice demanded, whether there was any Person in
all that numerous Assembly, who could accuse such a one (naming
his Name , &c.) of any Crime ? or charge him with leading a pro¬
fligate and vicious Life ? Neither was it sufficient for the Candidate
himself to have a Character free from any gross and scandalous Im¬
putation,
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putation , unless he could also in some particular Points clear those of
his Parents and Ancestors , by shewing there was no Bastardy wot
A dultery in his Lineage , as I have observed in a former Section.
The Sanctity of the Olympick Games, considered as a Religious Fe¬
stival, undoubtedly gave Occasion to this strict Inquiry into the
Characters of those who were admitted to contend in them : and in
this Particular , as in many others, it is probable the Example set by
the Eleajts, was followed by the Superintendants of the Pythian,
Isthmian, and Nemean Games, all which were esteemed in like
manner sacred. And
so indeed were all the Games, those at least
that were celebrated at certain and stated Periods , throughout
Greece of
;
which the Number was very considerable, though the
Title of sacred seems to have been appropriated by way of Eminence
to the Four above -mentioned . Now , if it be supposed (and I see
no Reason why it may not be supposed) that every Man of an in¬
famous and vicious Character was, upon that account , excluded as a
profane Person , from contending in any of these Games, the greatest
Part of which were founded in Religion, it must be allowed that
these Institutions could not but have checked in some Degree, and for
some Time , the Growth of Vice and Immorality among the Gre¬
cians Weeds
;
so natural to the human Soil, that it requires the
greatest Attention , and the utmost Force of Culture , that is, not only
good Laws , but a strict and diligent Execution of those Laws , to"
keep them under . The Laws of the Olympick Institution were good,
by which I mean, were calculated for the Service of the Publick.
And if they failed of their proper Effects for want of having been
duelyexecuted , we are not to regard and censure them as useless,
’till we can find a Country or a Society, in which the Admini¬
stration of the Laws comes up to the Intention of the Legislator.
I have here purposely omitted saying any Thing of the Equestrian
Games, having in those Sections, which treat of the Horse- Races, en¬
deavoured to point out the Utility of that Part of the Olympick Insti¬
tution,
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iutlon, by shewing that it was intended to encourage the Breed and
Management of Horses 3 of which noble and uscfull Animal there
was for many Ages a great Scarcity in Greece. What
Success it met
with may in some measure be collected from some Instances produced
above, of the great Number of Chariots contending at one Time in
the Olympick Hippodrome. Whether
the Equejlrian Candidates
were subjected to the publick Inquiry into their Characters,
mentioned above, I cannot positively say ; though I think
it most probable that they were : since the Reasons taken from
the Sanctity of that Religious Festival affect them equally with the
Gymnajiick Catididates. But
this Point I stiall leave with the
Reader ; and now, having shewn how much Vice in general, as well
as what particular Species of it, was checked and discountenanced
by the Gymnajiick Exercises, and by some Laws of the Olympick In¬
stitution, I shall proceed to point out what Virtues, or what Princi¬
ples of Virtue , were encouraged and inculcated by others. In enu¬
merating these, I shall pass over such as properly belong to the Gym¬
nast ck ExerciJ e’s, and of which sufficient Notice hath been already
taken, such as Temperance , Fortitude , Patience, &c. and confine
myself to speak of those only, which have an immediate Reference
to the Olympick Games.
The first and most obvious of these is the Love of Glory, which
(to use the Words of Solon in the foregoing Dialogue) if yGU take
away out of human Life , what Virtue fall we have left among us ?
and who will be ambitious of performing any splendid ASHon? How
powerfull an Incentive the Love of Glory is to all generous and noble
Deeds, is sensibly experienced by great and ingenuous Minds ; and
may easily be evinced by numberless Instances in the ancient Histories
of the Greeks and Romans : among whom , as Glory was the prin¬
cipal, if not the sole Reward of all Virtue, Civil as well as Militarv,
ib was the Sense and Love of Glory perpetually stimulated and in¬
flamed in the Breasts of Men of all Orders and Degrees, by many
cc
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Marks of Honour bestowed on the Deserving ; such as the several
Military Crowns ., Supplications , Ovations, Triumphs , Statues,
Medals, &c. among the Romans: and among the Grecians, Statues,
Inscriptions, Crowns , sometimes of Gold , with many other Testi¬
monies of the Approbation and Gratitude of the Publick , differing
according to the different Customs , or Genius , of each particular
State. Of the same kind was the Olympick Olive, the Pythian Lau¬
rel,c & . which , having no intrinsick Value in themselves, could be
of no Use to the Conquerors, but merely as Emblems and Evidences
of their Victories, and as such entitling them to the Esteem and Ap¬
plauses of their Countrymen . By the Meanness of these Prizes,
therefore , were the Grecians given to understand , that Praise and
Glory were the proper Recompences of worthy Actions . A Doc¬
trine indeed which great and worthy Minds alone can perceive, by
the inward Light of their own native Virtue ; but which , by the
Force of Education and Example , may be inculcated into narrow
and groveling Spirits, ’till by Degrees it becomes the favourite Senti¬
ment even of a whole People ; and Men of all Ranks , Orders, and
Professions, from the King to the lowest Servant, and the most in¬
considerable Subject of the State, shall think themselves well paid for
any Service done the Publick (and even the meanest in some Shape
or other may be serviceable to the Publick ) by any Mark of Honour
bestowed upon them on that Account . A Recompence so cheap,
and yet at the same Time so efficacious, and so productive of Excel¬
lencies of all kinds, that they , who neglect to make use of it in the
Administration of a Commonwealth , may well be supposed to have
no sense of it themselves ; to know little of the true Arts and Ends
of Government , and not to deserve to be entrusted with it.
I shall conclude this Article with a Pastage from Herodotus ,+, who
in his History of the famous Expedition of Xerxes; against the Gre¬
cians, relates the following Incident , which happened when -that
HL. viii. c. 25.
mighty
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mighty King , attended by Millions, was now far advanced into
Greece.
" Some Arcadian Fugitives , being in great want of Provisions,
" came to offer their Services to the King , and being admitted into
" his Presence were interrogated by the Perfians, and particularly
" by one Person ; who , among other Questions, asked them , What
" the Grecians were then doing ? To which they answered, that
" the Greeks were at that Time celebrating the Olympick Fefiival, and
" exhibiting a Spectacle of Gymnajlick and Equefirian Games. Being
“ again asked, What was the Prize for which the several Antago" nifis contended ? they replied, A Chaplet of wild Olive. Upon
" which Pigranes, the Son of Artabanus, broke out into an Excla“ mation , which , though interpreted by the King as the Effect of
“ Cowardice , was certainly an Indication of a brave and generous
" Mind . For hearing that the Prize contended for by the Grecians
" was a Chaplet, and not any pecuniary Reward , he could no longer
" keep silence, but in the hearing of all the Perfans said, Alas, Mar" donius ! against what kind of Men have you led us here to fight !
" Men, who engage in a Contefi with each other, notfor Gold and Silver,
" but onlyfora Superiority of Virtue and Glory I”
Another great Motive to virtuous and noble Actions, suggested to
the Candidates for the Olympick Olive, and through them . recom¬
mended to all the Grecians, was a due Regard to the Reputation of
their Families and Countries. This was intimated by the Custom of
joining to the Name of the Candidate, both before the Contefi and
after the ViBory, the Name of his Father, together with that of the
City or Country where he was born, or to which he at that Time
belonged. By which Custom the close Union and Connexion,
which Nature and Reason had made between a Son and Father, a
Citizen and the State, was , as it were, ratified and declared by the
Authority and Voice of the Publick ; and every Man was taught to
consider himself, not as a single and independent Individual , but as
Lc 2
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making Part of a Family and Society ; to whom , as participating irr
some measure of his Glory or Disgrace, he was accountable for his
good or bad Demeanour . That the Consideration just mentioned is
capable of operating very powerfully , both in restraining Men from
infamous Actions and exciting them to good, needs not here be proved.
The Force of it is felt and understood by all, and frequently urged
as a Topick either of Encouragement or Dehortation , even in com¬
mon and ordinary Life ; in which , if it is of any Efficacy, as it.
often is, it ought surely to affect, in a much stronger manner , all
Persons of a noble and illustrious Parentage , and all the Members
of any City, Society, or Kingdom , that make a considerable Figure
in the Eyes of Mankind , especially on great and publick Occasions :
as in a Battle, for Instance, in which every Individual ought to re¬
member , that the Plonour of his Country , as well as his own in
particular , that of his Family , or of the Corps to which he belongs,
is interested in his Behaviour ; the Glory of a Victory , and the
Disgrace of a Defeat, being generally placed to the Account of the
whole Nation ; and the Valour or Cowardice of a People too
often measured by that of their Troops , who in those Cafes are look¬
ed upon as their Representatives.
There is also another Circumstance , in which a single Man,
though not acting in any publick Character , may yet have it in his
Power to do Honour or Discredit to his Country : and this is the
Circumstance of a Man travelling into Foreign Nations ; where,
though himself and his Family may happen both to be equally un¬
known , his Country may not . In this Cafe he will be considered
only in a national Light, if I may so speak, and a general Character
of his Countrymen will be formed , from the Specimen he is sup¬
posed to give of it in his particular Manners and Behaviour . In
this Situation many of the Candidates, those especially who came
from remote Grecian Colonies settled in Ajia, Africk , Macedonia,
Sicily,c & . must in some sort have appeared in the Olympick Sta-
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may be looked upon as a kind of publick 'theatre,
;
diutn which
where every private Grecian might have an Opportunity of producing
and signalizing himself, and his own particular City, Town , and
Family , in the Presence of all Greece. From whence , though nei¬
ther of them should have gained any other immediate Advantage,
besides that of being drawn out of Obscurity, and made known to
the rest of their Brethren , yet a Foundation was here laid for many
more ; a Spirit of Emulation , a Sense of Glory , and a Zeal for the
Honour of the Publick , which is always increased by every new Ac¬
cession of Reputation acquired to it, was infused into all the Members
of the Community : who rejoicing with their Fellow -Citizen on
these Occasions, and bestowing upon him publick Marks of Distinc¬
tion, both felt and acknowledged at the fame Time , that the Glory
of any one Member redounded to the Credit of the whole Body ;
and were thereby taught insensibly to regard, in all their Actions,
the Dignity and Service of the State. A Principle , to which in
conjunction with the Love of Glory, spoken to in the foregoing Arti¬
cle, may principally be ascribed all the Virtue , Valour , Wisdom,
with many Excellencies of an inferior kind , which adorn and dignify
the Greek and Roman Name . By both which People, but more
generally by the former, were these two great Principles, so fruitfull
in Merit of all Sorts, cultivated with the utmost Diligence and Care,
and by many various Methods disseminated throughout all Orders
and Professions of Men.
Concord and Union among themselves was also plainly insinuated,
and strongly recommended to all the different People of Greece, by
I mean, by which all,
;
another Law of the Olympick Gamesthat
who were not of Greek Extraction, were excluded from contending
in them . By this Law they were reminded of their being Brethren,
and incorporated as it were into one Nation , under one common
Name . Had due Attention been paid to this wife and politick Or¬
dinance, under the Sanction of which they were invited to meet to¬
gether
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gether every fifth Year , in order to join in sacrificing to one and the
same Deity , the common Father and Protector of the whole Gre¬
cian Name ; and in celebrating Games , in which all Grecians, and
only Grecians, were equally admitted to contend , for a Crown
equally reverenced by them all : to this Ordinance , I fay, which
may be considered as a sacred Band of Union , had due Attention
been paid by the several States into which the Grecians were distri¬
buted , they need not have dreaded either the Roman Commonwealth
or the Perjian Monarchy : the latter of which was checked and
humbled more than once, and at length entirely subdued by no very
the former prevailed over
;
considerable Part of the Grecian Bodyand
them more by means of the intestine Feuds and Divisions, which
had for many Ages weakened and disjointed the Forces of Greece,
than from their own intrinsick Strength , or from any Superiority
either in Valour or in military Skill, which the Romans possefled
over their Grecian Antagonists . But what avail the most salutary
Laws , or the best framed Systems of Government , without a suffi¬
cient Authority to enforce the Execution of the one, and to keep to¬
gether the several Parts of the other , to give each its proper Motion,
and to make them all concur in one Operation , and mutually unite
their Forces to strengthen and support the Common Cause ? This
was always wanting to the Greeks, who never but once, as I can re¬
member , acted in Concert under the Direction of a single Person ;
and that was in their very early Times , when they lived not in
Commonwealths , but under limited Monarchies , I mean in their
Expedition against the City of Troy, under Agamemnon, who
seems to have been invested with no other Powers , but
such as were barely necessary for the General of an Army ; and
to have been raised to that Authority , chiefly on account of his be¬
ing principally concerned in a War undertaken solely to revenge an
Injury done to his Family , in the Person of his Brother Menelaus.
In the Persian War indeed, the chief Command both by Land and
Sea was yielded to the Lacedeemonians, whose Pretensions to it were
founded
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founded more upon their own Pride , and submitted to rather from
the pressing Necessity of the Times , than the Strength and Greatness
of their Republick . The Athenians, who had as good, and perhaps
a better Claim to it, acquiesced for that Time under the Superiority
thus allowed to Sparta and
;
to this they were induced by a ge¬
nerous Concern for the common Liberty of Greece, for which , to
do them Justice , they always fhewelf a more disinterested Regard
than their Rivals the Lacedæmonians; and upon that Occasion con¬
tributed more to preserve it . But no sooner were the Perjians
driven out of Greece, and Athens a little recovered from the ruinous
Condition , to which that War had reduced her , than almost all the
little States of Greece, properly so called, fell into a Civil War , oc¬
casioned by a Dispute between those two powerfull Republicks for
Dominion and Sovereignty ; which , had it been originally lodged in
either , or in one single Person, and limited by just and equal Laws,
might not only have guarded the Liberties of Greece against any fo¬
reign Invader, but even have extended their Empire farther than it
was carried by the Arms of Alexander the Great. By such an Au¬
thority , at least, all the intestine Feuds and Civil Wars might have
been prevented, which so miserably harasied the Grecians all the
Time that they continued to enjoy, under their favourite Democratical Governments , the beloved Liberty of every State (I had almost
said, every Man ) consulting its own separate and particular Interest,
to the Neglect , and indeed to the final Destruction, of the general
Prosperity and Freedom of the whole Greek Body.
In such a State of Civil Hostility and Confusion were the Inhabi¬
tants of the Peloponnesus, when Iphitus King of Elis, supported bv
the Authority of the Delphick Oracle, instituted the Olympick Games :
to which inviting them all, under the common Appellation of Gre¬
cians, he required them to suspend their Animosities ; and, by the
express Commands of the aforesaid Oracle, proclaimed a Cessation of
Arms among all those States, who were then atWar with each other.
As by comprehending all, who were admitted to partake in this So¬
lemnity,
2
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lemnity, under the common Denomination of Grecians, he plainly
intimated to them that they were Brethren, so did he oblige them to
meet together as such, by compelling them , under the Penalty of
being fined, and excluded from sacrificing to Olympian Jupiter, to
forbear all Acts of Hostility during the Celebration of that holy FeJlival, and for some Time before and after ; thus like a true Hellanodick, ox Judge and Arbiters Greece, as the Word imports , sum¬
moning them , as it were, before his Tribunal , to end all their (Quar¬
rels by the amicable Method of Mediation . For it was with the
View of constituting the Fleam Mediators of Greece, that they were
commanded to abstain from War , as we may learn from the follow- ,
ing Passage of Phlegon : The
“
Eleans after this [i . e. after the Esta" blifhment of the Olympick Fejlival] being inclined to assist the
" Lacedæmonians, who were then laying Siege to Elis, sent to Del" phi to know the Pleasure of the God ; who by his Friejlefs an“ fwered them in these Words : Defend your own Country if attack" ed, but refrain from War , being yourselves the Examples and Ar“ biters of Amity and Concord to all the Grecians, ’till the Return of the
tc Fifth \ cr Olympick ] Fear , which brings Peace with it. In
Obe" dience to this Oracle the Eleans abstained wholly from War,
" and gave themselves up to the Superintendency of the Olympick
" Games.”
Considering the divided Condition of the Greeks, and their Aptness
to quarrel with each other , one may easily conceive the great
Advantage arising from their having one Nation among them
thus set apart, and consecrated, as it were, to the Office of a Media¬
tor, by being forbidden to intermeddle in any of their Broils, dr to
molest their Neighbours ; and being themselves sheltered from all
Invasions as an Iloly People, under the Protection of the King and
Father of Gods and Men, as he was styled by the Greeks. Who was
the real Author of so wise an Institution , and how much Honour
was due to him on that Account , the Eleans have plainly intimated
by an Emblematical Figure of a Woman , named Ecechciriaa( Greek
Word
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signifying an Armistice , or Truce) crowning the Statue
of Iphitus, erected by them in the very Temple of Olympian stupiter,
as I have before observed . To this Mediatorial Tribunal , thus ap¬
pointed and protected by the Gods , the Grecians might have had Re¬
course , whenever they were inclined to terminate their Quarrels in
an amicable Manner . But upon the Return of the Olympick Festival ,
they were all equally obliged , however deeply engaged in War with
each other , and how averse soever to Peace , to suspend their Enmity,
and meet together at Olympia, where , besides the Dignity and Autho¬
rity of the Mediator , every Thing tended to conciliate their Minds
to each other , and introduce Amity and Concord between the con¬
tending Parties . The Place itself was sacred to Peace ; the So¬
lemnity was founded in Religion ; and in the Games in( which all,
who were entitled to the Denomination of Grecians , were equally ad¬
mitted to contend , whether Friends or Foes , and from which all
Rancour and Malice in the Combatants was excluded , under severe
Penalties ) in the Games, I fay, was exhibited a ^Spectacle in itself
highly amusing and entertaining , and attended moreover with a per¬
petual Succession of Banquets , and all other Accompaniments of Festi¬
vity and Joy . And as the several Parts of this great Institution drew
to Olympia an infinite Multitude of People from all Parts , so did that
numerous Assembly invite thither the Men of the greatest Eminency
in all the Arts of Peace ; such as Historians , Orators , Philosophers,
Poets , and Painters ; who perceiving that the most compendious
Way to Fame lay through Olympia, were there induced to exhibit
their best Performances , at the Time of the Celebration of the Olym¬
pick Games. To
this Assembly Herodotus 14 read his History , to this
Assembly Aeion, a celebrated Painter , ssiewed his famous Picture
of the Marriage of Alexander and Roxana and
;
for this Assembly Hippias the Elean, a Sophists Prodicus the Ceani Anaximenes the Chiant
‘♦Lucian in Herodoto.
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of Agri gen turn, and many other Sophists, Historians, and Ora¬
tors, composed Discourses and Harangues ; and thither Dionyfitts, the
Tyrant of Sicily, sent a Poem of his own writing to be recited publickly , by Persons hired for that Purpose . From whence , says Lu ’cian ' 5, they reaped the Advantage of gaining at once the general
Suffrages of all Greece every
;
State having its Representative , as it
were , in that numerous and solemn Convention , and all who assisted
on these Occasions carrying with them to their respective Countries
the Name and Reputation of that Person , to whose Glory the Common
Seal of Greece, if I may so speak , had already been set at Olympia.
By the Pleasure arising from these Works of Peace , and the Applauses
bestowed upon them , the Minds of Men were insensibly softened and
diverted from the Thoughts of War . Besides, in so numerous an
Assembly of the most considerable Persons of Greece, there never
could be wanting some Patriots of Ability and Authority to interpose
their friendly Offices , and incline the contending Parties to listen to
an Accommodation ; as was once done by Gorgias, a celebrated Rhe¬
torician, who , having composed an admirable Treatise upon the Subject
of Concord , read it publickly at Olympia to all the Grecians , who
were at that Time quarrelling among themselves.
But besides the Religious Solemnity, and the G'ymnajlick and EqueJlrian Games, Iphitus also instituted a Fair l6, to be held at Olympia
at the same Time ; with a View, ,doubtless , of uniting the several Peo¬
ple of Greece still closer to each other , in a friendly Intercourse of
mutual Commerce , which can only flourish in Times of Peace j and
which , by the many Advantages it brings along with it, as well to the
Publick as to the particular Persons engaged in .the various Branches of
Trade , naturally tends to call off the Attention of Mankind from War
and Violence , and , what perhaps is still worse , the stupid and lazy
Indolence of an uncivilized and savage Life , to the more pleasingPolus
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Methods of polishing and enriching themselves and their Countries,
by cultivating all the usefull Arts of Civil and Social Industry.
When the Grecians happened to be free from these intestine Dis¬
tractions , to which they were too much subject, their meeting to¬
gether at Olympia every Fifth Year was highly beneficial to them upon
other Accounts . For as they were , by their various Settlements on the
and scattered
Coasts of A/ia, and Africa , and in Europe, dispersed
into very distant Parts of the World , they had , at the Return of the
Olympick Fefival, an Opportunity of acquainting themselves exactly
with each other ’s Strength and Condition , by means either of the
Candidates, who came from all Parts to contend for the Olympick
Olive , or of the Deputies sent by every Grecian City with V ictims
and Offerings to Olympian Jupiter. By the same means also they
might receive Information of any Danger , which seemed to threaten
the whole Community of Greece, or those of their Brethren who were
settled on the Frontiers , and exposed to the Attacks of their common
and perpetual Foes ; whom , as well for Distinction fake as out of
these , that
Hatred and Contempt , they styled Barbarians. Against
is indeed , against all the Nations that surrounded them , and espe¬
cially the Perfan, their nearest and most formidable Enemy , it be¬
hoved them to be constantly ot\ their Guard , as all the Greek Inhabit¬
ants of Asa, whose Number was very considerable , were in continual
and immediate Danger of being swallowed up by that mighty Em¬
pire ; and with their Safety that of their European Brethren was so
closely connected , that if the Banks , which kept the great Persian
Ocean within its Bounds , should happen , for want of their Concur¬
rence to strengthen and support them , to be once broken down , it
was to be feared the Inundation would soon extend to Greece itself,
properly so called ; as they once experienced , to the great Hazard of
their meeting
the total Destruction of the whole Grecian Name. As
therefore at Olympia furnished them with an Opportunity of knowing
their
d d 2
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their own Strength and Condition , as well as the Forces and Prepa¬
rations of their common Enemies , so were they enabled by the same
means to provide in the most effectual Manner for the general Secu¬
rity , by deliberating and consulting on the State of the Publick,,
strengthening the Union among themselves , and mutually exhorting
and encouraging each other , to guard and maintain their common
Liberties , and in every Cafe to proportion the Defence to the Danger
that threatened either the whole , or any Part of the whole Commu¬
nity of Greece, Here
too any particular State of Greece, that was
oppressed by a powerfull Faction of her own Citizens , or by the In¬
vasion of a Sister State , might make her Complaints , and plead her
Cause before the rest of her Brethren , by whose Interposition ^ she
might be relieved from a Grievance , which her single Strength was
not sufficient to redress.
As Olympia , from the Causes before assigned , grew to be a Place
of general Resort , Greece derived from thence some other Advan¬
tages , which probably were not at first foreseen : for in Process of
Time Olympia became
a kind of publick Repository of Historical
Monuments ; in which were kept , engraven upon Marble Columns,
many solemn Treaties made between particular States of Greece, and
there recorded as lasting Witnesses against those who should infringe
them : many Memorials of singular and remarkable Events , as well
as of great and illustrious Actions , were there exhibited in Trophies,
Votive Statues , and other rich Donations , estimated at the tenth Part
of the Value of the Spoils, and sometimes even Part of the Spoils
themselves taken from the Enemy , consecrated chiefly to Olympian
Jupiter, and accompanied with Inscriptions, in which the several
Events that gave Occasion to them were specified , and the Names of
the particular States , and principal Persons concerned , were delivered
down to Posterity . In Olympia also , as in the chief Seat and Resi¬
dence of Fame , if I may so speak , were erected Statues in Honour of
many
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many eminent and illustrious Men ,- of most of which the Reader may
find a particular Account in the Fifth and Sixth Books of Pausanias,
to which I refer him , as it would be too tedious to enumerate them
in this Place . By these publick Monuments every Grecian, who re¬
sorted to Olympia, was instructed in many great Points of History,
relating as well to his own particular Country as to Greece in general ;
reminded of the glorious Exploits of his Ancestors and Countrymen,
and excited to imitate their Virtues , in hopes of acquiring one Day the
like Honour to himself and his Country . And by these even Foreign¬
ers were induced to entertain a very high Opinion of a People , among
whom they found so many Instances of Merit .of every kind , and so
generous and general a Disposition to preserve the Memory and Lustre
of worthy Men , to serve as Examples and Encouragements to After Ages.
These were some of the principal Advantages (for I do not pretend
to have considered all ) accruing to Greece from the Institution of the
, though they were for above a thousand Years
;
Olympick Games which
so highly reverenced by the Grecians, and are so frequently alluded to
by all the Greek, and by many Roman Authors , are yet but imper¬
fectly known even to Men of Learning ; and have never , that I know
of, been placed in the Light in which I have considered them . A
Light , by which , I flatter myself , they will now appear to have been
established upon great Political Views ; to have had a considerable In¬
fluence upon the Manners and Morals of the Greeks, and consequently
to deserve the Notice of all those , who , for the sake of Knowledge and
Improvement , read the Writings and History of that great People , so
abounding in Philosophers and Legislators.
The other Three sacred Games, namely , the Pythian , Isthmian;
and Nemean, were of the same kind , and consisted of the same kind
of Exercises ; to which were added , in the Pythian Games, and perhaps
in the others , Poetical and Musical Contests ; and in them , as also at
Olympia,
i
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even Heralds or Cryers, and Trumpeters, were admitted to
contend with each other , though I cannot find that these last mention¬
least not at Olympia,
;
ed Contests were exhibited in the Stadium at
where there was a Place appropriated to them , and where it seems to
me that the Conquerors did not receive a Crown;for which Reason I
did not think proper to mention them before.
From what has been said of the Utility of the Olympick Games, we
may draw this general Inference :
That even the Sports and Diversions of a People may be turned to
the Advantage of the Publick . Or rather,
That a wise and prudent Governor of a State may dispose the People
to such Sports and Diversions, as may render them more serviceable to
the Publick ; and that by impartially bestowing a few honorary Prizes
upon those, who should be found to excell in any Contest he shall think
proper to appoint, he may excite in the Husbandman , the Manufac¬
turer , and the Mechanick , as well as in the Soldier, and the Sailor,
and Men of superior Orders and Professions, such an Emulation , as
may tend to promote Industry, encourage Trade , improve the Know¬
ledge and Wisdom of Mankind , and consequently make his Country
victorious in War , and in Peace opulent, virtuous, and happy.
Olympia,
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